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Hola!

So you want to work at CampusPress?

Of course you do, why else would you be looking at this task sheet?!

We want to be able to gauge how excellent your skills are, so here are 5 tasks you’ll need to complete and submit with your application.

Tasks are created to help us find those shining examples of awesomeness, just give it your best shot and try to complete as much as possible.

Your completed task should be sent directly to us. You can either answer inline, or you can create a separate text file and number the answers.

Good luck!
1. What is WordPress really?

Could you provide us with a comprehensive explanation of the WordPress Full Site Editor, including its functionality, features, and how it differs from traditional methods of website editing?

Additionally, we’d like to hear your thoughts about the advantages and benefits that utilizing the Full Site Editor offers in terms of user experience, customization capabilities, and overall efficiency in managing and designing a website.
2. Gotta keep that archive tidy!

Let’s say we’re running a site on “Twenty Twenty Four” WordPress theme and have “Events” custom post type (CPT) registered.

We want to have a custom archive for this CPT, how would we go about creating that archive page, and still be able to customize it without the need for any coding?

Using the Site Editor, craft a custom archive page for our Events, and provide us detailed instructions and screenshots on how to achieve the same results ourselves.
3. Some styles, please!

How’s your CSS? We have this page we don’t quite like the look of: https://tasksheet.tempurl.host/

Can you provide us with CSS code required to match its look with this mockup:
4. Recycling is important!

Client provided us with a design of a reusable pattern he wants to add on his site using the “Twenty Twenty Four” WordPress theme.

Help them make this pattern without using any custom CSS code! Include detailed step-by-step instructions, and screenshots, on how to create such a pattern.
5. Help a friend in need!

Our client is looking to modify one of his site patterns, but his main site maintenance guy is on vacation.

He sent us an export file of the pattern and asked if we could match it with the provided designs. Once the changes are done, we need to export the block again and provide the client with a new JSON file. Is that something you can help with?

Oh, here’s the file: Download